
Aim
The aim of this project is to develop an electronic, formative, ‘key feature’ 

examination and to investigate the feasibility and acceptability of this type of 

examination with 3rd year medical students.

Background
The development and measurement of clinical decision-making skills has

been demonstrated to be essential in undergraduate medicine1. The ‘key

features’ approach to assessment has been extensively used in

postgraduate medicine to measure clinical decision-making skills2,3. The

essential element of a key feature question is that only the critical steps in

the clinical decision making process are assessed allowing more clinical

situations to be tested in a shorter time period than more traditional case

based question types. The use of the key features approach can be adapted

for use in undergraduate medicine, however they have not been extensively

trialled or described in this setting.

Method
A key feature (KF) examination, constructively aligned with the 3rd year of

the Validated Keele/Manchester medical curriculum, was developed. The

examination consisted of 10 KF stems each with between 4 and 7 questions.

The questions and answers were then coded into computer software,

(Intelligent Assessment V1.1b). 10 students, recruited into a pilot study,

undertook the assessment, under examination conditions at the end of their

3rd year. The students answers were collaboratively marked by two members

of the faculty and by the computer software. The computer marking

schemes were refined following this and the computer marking was

repeated. The individual student scores were collected and subjected to

statistical analysis (Students t-test) to identify any significant differences.

Results
The initial marking iteration gave an overall computer - human agreement 

of 46% across the whole exam.  Refining the computer marking scheme in 

light of student responses to questions increased the agreement to 55%.  

Finally, the computer mark scheme was further refined to decrease marking 

errors resulting from unnecessary rigidity in the expectation of 

inconsequential words, achieving a final agreement of 62%.  Even after 

these 3 runs, the computer mark across the whole test remains significantly 

different from the human mark.  However, some questions (IC2) performed 

reached a much closer match with human marking and ceased to have a 

statistical significance (figure 5).

Discussion
This pilot has demonstrated that it is feasible to deliver computer-marked 

freetext examinations. Previous studies have used a short menu format  in 

computer based key feature examinations4, however that format is thought  

to favour weaker students3. The difference between computer and human 

scores remains highly significant precluding its use in summative 

examination at present.  However,  it is ideally suited for formative 

assessment as it provides a robustly tested examination that can be 

delivered multiple times with minimal marking burden placed on the faculty.  

It also facilitates the provision of examination practice in a realistic format 

with the added benefit of providing instant feedback to the students. 
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Comp 1 39 46

Comp 2 47 55

Comp 3 52 62

Human 84 100

Fig 1  A typical ‘key feature’ question (intermittent claudication)

Fig 2 Example of the type of

image used in questions

Fig 3  Screenshot of computer interface 

Fig 4  Comparison of students scores marked by computer and human

Fig 5  Comparison of scores for a typical ‘key feature’ question for 

intermittent claudication

Table 2  IC2 scores

Table 1  Mean total scores


